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Dispersion modelling in planning, preparedness,
response and recovery
Used by agencies, departments and through formal structures such as:
•

P & P – National Risk Assessment (NRA) and National Security Risk Assessment (NSRA),
Local Resilience Forum (LRF), Natural Hazards Partnership (NHP), Exercises

•

Response - Science and Technical Advice Cell (STAC), Air Quality Cell (AQC),
Emergency Coordination of Scientific Advice (ECOSA),
Joint Agency Modelling (JAM), Science Advisory
Group for Emergencies (SAGE), military reach back

Dispersion modelling and monitoring are only part
of ‘data’ that is used in decision making
Dispersion modelling is there to support the response
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Requirements vary in time
Modelling must support needs at the time
Requirements are different for planning, preparedness,
response and recovery
•

Planning – Impact assessment requires multi year ‘climatology’ for a range of source terms

•

Response – Short duration forecast & analysis. Uncertainties focused on actual event/time.

Requirements differ during response and recovery timelines
•

Example response timeline:
Qualitative, time of arrival,
general geographic area

Refined source may enable
refined qualitative or initial
quantitative predictions

Detailed source, short- and
longer-term impacts, quantified
uncertainties, scenarios

Post event analysis

Requirements will change and new ones emerge
Dispersion is not the end point
Impacts drive requirement
There is no single output or fixed set of outputs
Users may just change what they want
Long held approaches can very quickly get pushed to the side
Systems and experts need to be flexible

Eyjafjallajökull 2010

All models are wrong, but
some are useful
George Box

Uncertainties, uncertainties, uncertainties
Uncertainties exist
Modelers should not judge usefulness based on uncertainties
Users should not dismiss modelling just because there are uncertainties
Examples of differing views:
5 day forecast for ongoing release
•

Science – Release will not be same for 5 days and so dispersion prediction
waste of time.

•

Real world – Concentrations may be of limited value but prediction of where
nothing is is potentially of huge value.
Fukushima Daiichi 2011

Uncertainties, uncertainties, uncertainties
Uncertainties exist
Modelers should provide what is available, not judge what is useful
Users should not dismiss modelling just because there are uncertainties
Examples of differing views:
Model does not contain necessary source term physics
•

Science – If you can’t model source then dispersion prediction will be wrong.

•

Real world – If data exists to characterise plume after source term effects,
then dispersion prediction still perfectly possible.

Fukushima Daiichi 2011

Uncertainties, uncertainties, uncertainties
Uncertainties exist
Modelers should provide what is available, not judge what is useful
Users should not dismiss modelling just because there are uncertainties
Examples of differing views:
Model does not agree with the observations
•

Real world – The model is wrong.

•

Science – They should not agree as it is not a like for like comparison. We
need to process them.

•

Real world – Why did you not do this first? It is too late now.
Fukushima Daiichi 2011

Uncertainties, uncertainties, uncertainties
Uncertainties exist
Modelers should provide what is available, not judge what is useful
Users should not dismiss modelling just because there are uncertainties
Examples of differing views:
To many unknowns/uncertainties
•

Science – Not worth modelling.

•

Real world – Some circumstances and decisions may be insensitive to many
or even all uncertainties.

Fukushima Daiichi 2011

My model is the ‘best’…..
All models have limitations
Method of application is often more important
It is never just a single model as inputs and outputs often come
from or link to other data/models
Important to understand inputs, model limits, sensitivities,
uncertainties, outputs, users
Well developed cross organisational relationships and
partnerships are key
Expert needs to accompany ‘model’

Chernobyl disaster 1986

Summary
Events are rare
The next event will always be different and require new,
additional and different approaches
Planning, preparedness, response and recovery is multifaceted, multi-agency and multi-disciplinary
Dispersion model outputs are not the end point – we need to
link with impacts
Models need to be flexible, validated and well understood
Foot and mouth outbreak 2001
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